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EPA. is. in. the.process.of. regulating.U .S ..greenhouse.

















provides. the.Agency.with. the.necessary. authority,. carves.









The. most. fundamental. of. these. choices. is. the. regula-





existing. sources,. and. the.Agency.has. argued. that. it.may.





was.considered.by.the.U .S ..Congress.in.2009.for.GHGs ..




flexible,. market-based. tools. entirely. and. resort. to. tradi-
tional. inflexible.standards ..We.describe.an.approach.that.
can. incorporate. trading. and. most. of. its. associated. effi-
ciency.benefits.while.avoiding.some,.and.perhaps.all,.of.the.
political.and.practical.drawbacks.of.cap.and.trade .
This. alternative. approach. is. a. tradable standard .. Put.
most. simply,. under. a. tradable. standard,. the. Agency. sets.
1 .. 42.U .S .C ..§§7401-7671q,.ELR.Stat ..CAA.§§101-618 .
2 .. Gregory.Wannier. et. al .,. Prevailing. Academic.View. on. Compliance. Flex-
ibility.Under.§111.of.the.Clean.Air.Act,.Discussion.Paper.11-29.(Resources.
for. the.Future.2011),.availableat.http://www .rff .org/rff/documents/RFF-
DP-11-29 .pdf ..EPA.made.similar.arguments. in.2005.and.2008 ..See.U .S ..
EPA,. Advance. Notice. of. Proposed. Rulemaking. (ANPRM):. Regulating.
Greenhouse.Gas.Emissions.Under.the.Clean.Air.Act,.73.Fed ..Reg ..44354,.
44490.(July.30,.2008) .
Authors’ Note: This research has benefited from comments from
participantsattheRFF’sClean.Air.Act.Greenhouse.Gas.Workshop,
July18,2011,andFirst.Wednesday.Seminar,December7,2011.
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a. performance. standard,. but. allows. emitters. to. trade. so.
that.it.is.achieved.on.a.sectorwide,.rather.than.individual,.
basis .. Tradable. standards. are. almost. certainly. legal,. are.
both.administratively.and.politically.viable,.and.are.rela-
tively. cost-effective—certainly. more. so. than. traditional.
standards,.and.perhaps.approaching.or.exceeding.the.cost-
effectiveness. of. cap. and. trade. depending. on. how. either.
were.to.take.shape ..Also,.tradable.standards.are.not.new,.
having.been.used.by.EPA.in.limited.fashion.as.early.as.the.




decisions. EPA. would. have. to. make. to. put. this. tool. into.
practice.for.GHG.regulation .
The. Agency. faces. at. least. two. other. key. decisions. in.
implementing.carbon.regulations.for.existing.sources ..One.
is.that.EPA.must.decide.how.much.to.leave.to.the.states ..
The. Agency. could. design. a. complete. program. for. states.
to.implement—a.model.rule—or.it.could.leave.basic.pro-
gram.design. to. the. states ..Either.way,. states.will.play.an.
important.role ..But.a.model.rule.would.provide.a.path.of.





Finally,. and. perhaps. most. obviously,. the. Agency. will.
have. to.decide.how. stringent. its.§111.carbon. regulations.
should.be ..We.do.not.directly.address.that.issue.here.except.




I. EPA, Carbon, and the CAA
The.CAA.has.only.recently.emerged.as.a.tool.for.regulat-
ing.GHGs ..The.U .S ..Supreme.Court’s.2007.Massachusetts
v. EPA4. ruling. clarified. that. the. existing. CAA. gives. the.
Agency. the. authority. to. regulate. GHG. emissions .. Since.
2009,. EPA. has. made. a. formal. science-based. “endanger-
ment.finding”. for.GHGs.and.used. its.CAA.authority. to.
begin. regulation. of. carbon. emissions. from. a. variety. of.
sources ..These.regulations.include.fleet.standards.for.new.
road. vehicles. and. preconstruction. permits. for. new. and.
modified. stationary. sources. (primarily. power. plants. and.
industrial.facilities) .
3 .. Albert.L ..Nichols,.LeadinGasoline,.in.Economic.Analyses.at.EPA:.As-
sessing.Regulatory.Impact.49-86.(R .D ..Morgenstern.ed .,.1997);.Richard.
G ..Newell.&.Kristian.Rogers,.The.Market-Based.Lead.Phasedown,.Discus-
sion.Paper.03-37.(Resources.for.the.Future.2003) .




power-generation. (mostly. coal). and. petroleum. refining ..
These. regulations. are. required.under. the. terms.of. a. pair.
of. settlement. agreements. between. EPA. and. states. and.
environmental. groups. that. had. sued. the.Agency. seeking.
GHG.performance.standards .5.The.standards,.under.§111.
of.the.Act,.will.be.the.first.national.carbon.regulations.for.
existing. emitters .. Under. the. agreement,. the. Agency. was.




When. EPA. does. issue. the. promised. standards,. the. pro-
cess. will. unfold. as. follows .. Under. §111. of. the. Act,. EPA.
is. charged. with. setting. “performance. standards”. that.
will.apply.to.new.sources. in.defined.“source.categories .”7.
Sources. cannot.be.operated.unless. they.meet. these. stan-
dards .8. The. Agency. currently. has. such. new. source. per-
formance.standards.(NSPS).for.a.wide.variety.of.sources,.
covering.a.wide.variety.of.pollutants.(though.not.GHGs) .
But. §111. also. provides. for. the. regulation. of. existing.
sources. via.performance. standards .9.Only. specific.pollut-








ulatory. role .. Under. ESPS,. states. propose. the. standards,.
EPA.decides.whether. to.approve. them,.and. states. imple-
ment. them .. The. statute. explicitly. analogizes. the. process.
to. the. state. implementation. plan. (SIP). process. for. regu-
lating.conventional.“criteria”.pollutants,. such.as.nitrogen.
oxides. (NOx). and. particulates,. under. a. different. part. of.
the.CAA .10.The.only.substantive.requirement.§111.imposes.
5 .. See.Settlement.Agreement.(boilers),.State.of.New.York.et.al ..v ..EPA,.No ..
06-1332.(D .C ..Cir ..2007),.availabeat.http://www .epa .gov/airquality/pdfs/
boilerghgsettlement .pdf;. and. Settlement. Agreement. (refineries),. State. of.
New.York.et.al ..v ..EPA,.No ..06-1332.(D .C ..Cir ..2007),.availableat.http://





7 .. See.CAA.§111(b) .
8 .. CAA.§111(e) .
9 .. CAA.§111(d) .
10 .. Id.





























EPA. to. implement. a. cap-and-trade. system .. Indeed,. EPA.
attempted.to.do.this.in.2005.for.mercury.emissions.from.
coal.plants,15. though. that. rule.was. rejected.by.courts. for.
unrelated.reasons ..Nevertheless,.cap.and.trade.is.politically.
controversial,.and.opponents.of.environmental.regulation.






11 .. U .S .. EPA,. Background. on. Establishing. New. Source. Performance.
Standards. (NSPS). Under. the. Clean. Air. Act. 2. (2011),. available at.












of. Flexibility. Under. Clean. Air. Act. Climate. Policy,. Discussion. Paper. 11-
49. (Resources. for. the.Future.2011),.available.at.http://www .rff .org/RFF/
Documents/RFF-DP-11-49 .pdf .
15 .. Clean.Air.Mercury.Rule.(CAMR),.70.Fed ..Reg ..28606.(May.18,.2005) .
16 .. See. Gabriel. Nelson,. EPA Promises to Avoid Cap, but Some Utilities
Want Trade,. E&E. News,. Feb .. 4,. 2011,. http://www .eenews .net/public/
eenewspm/2011/02/04/2.(last.visited.Feb ..23,.2012) .




ated. administrative. complexity. and. political. controversy ..
First,. they.have.much.more. in. common.with. traditional.




reducing. political. criticism .. Finally,. they. do. not. require.
EPA.to.administer.the.complex.and.controversial.process.
of.allocating.emissions.allowances .17
II. Fundamentals of Tradable Standards
Tradable. standards. combine. elements. of. traditional. per-
formance.standards.with.markets ..Just.as.under.traditional.
regulation,.tradable.standards.require.the.regulator.to.set.
a. performance. standard. for. sources. in. the. sector. being.















emissions. rate.would. earn. credits. equal. to. the.difference.





Figure. 1. illustrates. trading. between. two. facilities. to.
achieve. compliance. with. an. emissions. rate. standard,. or.
benchmark,. set. at. 1,980. pounds/megawatt-hour. (lbs ./

















Figure 1. Credit Trading to Achieve 















gram.design.begins.with.EPA’s.past. practice. of. setting. a.
performance.standard.based.on.a. technology.assessment ..
In. the. electricity. sector,. EPA. would. establish. a. perfor-













erogeneity. in.the.energy.efficiency.(heat.rate).of.the.U .S ..
coal. fleet .. This. is. illustrated. in. Figure. 2,. which. displays.
the.heat. rate. of.EGUs. along. the.horizontal. axis. and. the.
heat.input.at.each.unit.on.the.vertical.axis ..More.efficient.
18 .. In.the.electricity.sector,.a.similar.approach.was.used.under.Title.IV.of.the.




diversity. in. the.operating.efficiency.of.units,. engineering.
case.studies19.and.statistical.analysis20.suggest.that.oppor-
tunities.for.efficiency.improvements.are.available .
There. is. substantial. evidence. that. market-based.
approaches. in. general. and. tradable. standards. in.particu-







Figure 2. Distribution of Heat Rates 
Across U.S. Coal Fleet in 2008
Tradable. standards. would. also. provide. incentives. for.
discovery. of. new. improvements. in. energy. efficiency. and.




tions,. 12301-01. (2009),. available at. http://www .epa .gov/airmarkets/re-
source/docs/coalfired .pdf;.Phil.DiPietro.&.Katrina.Krulla,. Improving. the.
Efficiency.of.Coal-Fired.Power.Plants.for.Near-Term.Greenhouse.Gas.Emis-
sions. Reductions,. DOE/NETL-2010/1411. (2010);. National. Energy.
Technology.Laboratory.(NETL),.Improving.the.Thermal.Efficiency.
of.Coal-Fired.Power.Plants.in.the.United.States.(2010) .
20 .. Joshua.Linn.et.al .,.Regulating.Greenhouse.Gases.From.Coal.Power.Plants.
Under.the.Clean.Air.Act,.Discussion.Paper.11-43.(Resources.for.the.Future.
2011),.availableat.http://www .rff .org/documents/RFF-DP-11-43 .pdf .
21 .. Dallas. Burtraw. et. al .,. Retail. Electricity. Price. Savings. From. Compliance.
Flexibility.in.GHG.Standards.for.Stationary.Sources,.Discussion.Paper.11-
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the.heterogeneity. of. regulated. sources;. savings. accrue.by.
enabling. emissions-reduction. activities. to. occur. where.
they. are. least. expensive,. avoiding. changes. that. are. more.
expensive ..In.any.market-based.emissions.control.program,.
trading. across. as. broad. a. group. of. sources. as. possible. is.
desirable,.because.it.would.encompass.more.heterogeneity.
and.provide.more.opportunities. for. emissions. reductions.
and.cost.savings .
Perhaps. the. most. obvious. implication. of. this. is. that.
programs.that.cover.a.larger.geographic.area.are.expected.
to.have.a. lower.average.cost.per.unit.of.emissions.reduc-











market ..Consistency.across. states.also.makes. it. easier. for.
EPA.to.administer.the.program .
C.	 Identifying	Source	Categories/Subcategories
In. prior. implementation. of. regulations. under. §111,. EPA.
has. traditionally. established. categories. and/or. subcatego-
ries. of. emissions. sources. that. are. technologically. similar.
with.identifiable.control.technologies ..Using.this.approach,.
EPA.would.establish.performance.standards.for.the.iden-
tified. categories. or. subcategories. that. are. consistent.with.







The. strongest. case. for. creating. different. categories.
arises.where.there.are.significant.differences.in.technol-
ogy.and.performance ..Figure.3. illustrates. the.distribu-
tion. of. heat. rates. at. various. facilities,. sorted. by. boiler.
technology .. Among. coal. technologies,. fluidized. bed.
combustors. involve. a. different. combustion. technology.
and.appear.to.be.significantly.different.in.terms.of.per-
formance .. Hence,. EPA. might. reasonably. create. a. cat-
egory.for.fluidized.bed.combustors.that.is.separate.from.
other.coal-fired.EGU.boilers .
25 .. CAA.§111(b) ..Seealso.U .S ..EPA,.supra.note.11,.at.2-3 .
Because.cost.is.an.explicit.consideration.in.setting.stan-
dards. under. §111,. the. cost. savings. from. using. tradable.
standards. could. lead. to. greater. overall. emissions. reduc-
tions .. EPA. has. reported. that. it. would. be. reasonable. to.
expect.emissions.reductions.of.2-5.%.for.individual.plants.
(and.up.to.10%.for.a. few.plants).without.major.changes.
in.plant.utilization .23. If.EPA. follows.precedent,. it.would.
base.standards.on.an.assessment.of.broad.applicability.and.
cost. under. its. traditional. standard-setting. approach .. In.
that.case,.a.reasonable.expectation.for.the.average.fleetwide.
heat-rate. reduction. based. on. a. plant-by-plant. standard.
would.be.near.the.lower.end.of.the.range,.at.about.2% .
But.under.a.tradable.standard.approach,.EPA.could.set.




the. opportunity. and. incentives. of. a. trading. program. to.
make.cost-effective.improvements.in.the.efficiency.of.coal-
fired.plants .






As. noted. above,. there. are. two. basic. approaches. in. the.
design.of.a.performance.standard,.whether.tradable.or.not,.
for.GHG.emissions.from.EGUs ..An.energy-efficiency-based
performance standard.would.be. set.as.heat. input.per.unit.








of. the. threat. of. climate. change .. On. the. other. hand,. an.
emissions-rate.standard.specifically. identifies.the.focus.of.




23 .. U .S ..EPA,.Technical. Support.Document. for. the.Advance.Notice.of.Pro-
posed.Rulemaking.for.Greenhouse.Gases:.Stationary.Sources.(2008),.avail-
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Figure 3. Distribution of Heat 









standard. benchmark. that. determines. the. rate. at. which.
credits.are.earned.in.each.source.category.or.subcategory ..
Units.with.heat.rates.or.emissions.rates.below.the.bench-
mark.will. emerge. as.winners.under. the.program. relative.
to.units.with.rates.above.the.benchmark ..Owners.of.units.
that. have. relatively. higher. rates. will. have. an. economic.









smaller. incentive. to. expand. output. at. relatively. efficient.
units,.because.they.earn.credits.at.a.lower.rate.than.if.there.






The. overall. result. is. that. the. proliferation. of. bench-
marks. is. likely. to. raise.program.costs,. even.as. it. reduces.
the.financial.transfers.among.units ..Consequently,.a.trad-
able.standard.with.the.smallest.possible.number.of.bench-
26 .. See.Richardson,.supra.note.14,.at.17-18;.Wannier.et.al .,.supra.note.2,.at.6-7 .
marks. within. the. trading. group. is. expected. to. be. more.
cost-effective .
D.	 Biomass	Co-Firing









However,. because. biomass. availability. and. the. boiler.
characteristics.vary.by.region,.EPA.could.not.adopt.a.tradi-
tional.§111.standard.requiring.co-firing.of.biomass.at.each.
facility,. since.many. facilities.would.be.unable. to. comply.
(or.unable. to.comply.at.a. reasonable.cost) ..With. trading.
across.the.sector,.a.market-based.program,.such.as.a.trad-
able. standard,. could. consider. the. potential. GHG. emis-







reductions. to. lower. cost. time. periods,. smoothing. price.
variations.among.different.vintages.of.credits.and.increas-




a. Hurricane. Katrina-like. storm,. the. outage. of. a. nuclear.
plant—that. might. require. a. greater. utilization. of. the.




the.GHG. regulatory.program. and.on. the. electric. utility.
sector .30.A.banking.program.could.address. this.potential.
problem.by.providing.a.“safety.valve”.to.address.such.con-






28 .. U .S ..EPA,.supra.note.23 .
29 .. Richardson,. supra. note. 14,. 31-34,. suggests. that. treating. emissions. from.
biomass.co-firing.differently.from.coal.emissions.is.probably,.but.not.neces-
sarily,.legally.compatible.with.CAA.§111 .
30 .. One.observation.about. this. scenario. is. that. relatively.higher.heat. rates.or.














rate .. The. standard. could. be. tightened. in. the. future,. but.
since.it.is.unclear.when.or.whether.this.will.happen,.it.is.a.
source.of.uncertainty .
An.explicit. commitment. to. specified,. evolving. future.
targets. would. mitigate. these. issues .. To. be. sure,. such. a.
phased.standard.could.be.changed.just.as.easily.as.a.static.
one,. but. this. is. probably. less. likely .. A. phased. program.
could.start.earlier.in.order.to.capture.the.low.cost.oppor-
tunities.and.as.a.way.to.provide.rewards.for.early.action ..
In. fact,. elsewhere.under. the.CAA,.EPA.has. interpreted.
phased.implementation.to.allow.voluntary.early.adoption.




credit. banking,. EGUs. would. likely. pursue. a. glide. path.
of.reductions.that.would.improve.the.cost-effectiveness.of.
the.program .






IV. Interaction With the States
Whatever. policy. tool. EPA. chooses. for. its. GHG. perfor-
mance.standards,.it.will.not.be.working.on.a.blank.slate ..
Many. states. have. existing. or. planned. GHG. regulatory.
programs,. and. California. and. the. northeastern. states. in.
the. Regional. Greenhouse. Gas. Initiative. have. cap-and-
trade.programs.in.place ..Moreover,.as.noted.above,.states.
31 .. These.provisions.were.part.of.the.implementation.of.the.NOx.program.un-
der.Title.IV ..See.40.C .F .R ..§76 .8.(2012) .
32 .. U .S ..EPA,.supra.note.2,.at.28620 ..In.its.CAMR,.for.example,.EPA.adopted.
emissions.caps.in.2010.based.on.specified.technologies,.and.a.significantly.
more.stringent.emissions.cap.in.2018.based.on.other.control.technologies.
that.were. adequately.demonstrated,. but.were.not. considered. to.be. avail-
able.for.commercial.application.by.the.earlier.2010.date ..In.legal.terms,.the.
Agency. interpreted. the. “best. system.of. emission. reduction”. to.mean.not.
only.a.trading.system,.but.one.with.increased.stringency.over.time,.based.
on. technology. and. costs .. EPA’s. position. has. support. in. the. relevant. case.
law ..See.Portland.Cement.v ..Ruckelshaus,.486.F .2d.375,.391,.3.ELR.20642.
(D .C ..Cir ..1973).(holding.that.“Section.111.looks.toward.what.may.fairly.
be.projected.for.the.regulated.future,.rather.than.the.state.of.the.art.at.pres-
ent”;.though.note.that.this.holding.is.in.reference.only.to.the.new.source.
provisions.of.§111) ..Seealso.Lignite.Energy.Council.v ..EPA,.198.F .3d.930,.










In.addition,.EPA.has.provided. the. resources. to.adminis-
ter. the. market. for. those. states. adopting. the. model. rule ..
This.approach.reduces. the.burden.on.the.states. in.devel-
oping.a.plan.and.obtaining.EPA.approval,.and.providing.








In.past.model. rules. involving.cap.and. trade,.EPA.has.
provided. states. with. the. flexibility. to. adopt. their. own.
approaches.to.the.allocation.of.allowances,.a.process.that.
we. have. noted. would. not. be. required. under. a. tradable.





tributional. issues. or. other. goals .. If. states. are. allowed. to.
adopt. their. own. benchmarks,. EPA. might. be. justified. in.
requiring. those. states. to. demonstrate. that. equivalent. or.
greater.emissions.reductions.would.be.achieved.relative.to.
the.model.rule.benchmarks.(ignoring.interstate.trading) .
As. we. also. have. noted,. adding. subcategories. and. cor-
responding. benchmarks. could. reduce. aggregate. cost-
effectiveness .. Requiring. a. demonstration. of. equivalency.
would.help.remedy.the.concern.that.one.state.could.take.










model. rule ..However,. states. choosing. to.do. so.must.develop. an.SIP. and.




sions.or.that.prescribes.allowable.rates.of.emissions ..See.40.C .F .R ..§60 .24 .
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B.	 States	With	Their	Own	GHG	Programs






















If. a. nationwide. EPA. trading. program. were. superim-
posed.on.existing.state.regulations.that.are.more.stringent.
than.EPA’s.national. program,. this. could.pose. a.problem.
for. the. state.program .. In. this. case,. emitters. that. comply.
with.the.state.program.will.overcomply.with.the.national.
program ..If. these.emitters. then.use. their.overcompliance.
to.generate.credits.to.be.traded.into.the.national.program,.
the.net.result.of.the.state.program.will.simply.be.to.export.











37 .. Lawrence.H ..Goulder.&.Robert.N ..Stavins,.ChallengesFromState-Federal
Interactions in U.S. Climate Change Policy,. 101. Am .. Econ .. Rev .. 253-57.
(2011) .





www .rff .org/RFF/Documents/RFF-DP-12-04 .pdf .
V. Conclusion
EPA.faces.a.series.of.choices.as.it.decides.on.its.approach.

















the. CAA,. though. this. appears. unlikely .. Tradable. stan-
dards.are.fundamentally.transparent.and.simple ..However,.
adaptations. to. address. environmental. or. distributional.
objectives.run.the.risk.of.introducing.complexity.into.the.
program.design.that.could.erode.some.of.the.virtues.of.a.
market-based. approach .. Balancing. these. considerations.
will.be.an.important.element.of.EPA’s.decisions .
Other. EPA. decisions. on. related. issues. also. will. be.




lems. arising. from. unforeseen. events .. And. a. model. rule.
reduces. the.burden.on. state. regulators,.making.an. inter-
state.trading.program.more.viable,.while.leaving.states.the.
freedom.to.take.a.different.course.if.needed .
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